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 by Hollingsworth   

Froelick Gallery 

"Bold and Contemporary Art Displays"

Located in the historic DeSoto building which has many galleries and

venues for art, the Froelick Gallery displays bold and individualistic

artwork by contemporary artists. Although many local artists are

represented at the exhibitions, displays of the works of artists from as far

away as Tokyo can also be found here. The gallery organizes more than 15

solo exhibitions and around 4 group exhibitions during the course of a

year. Exhibitions include artwork of varying mediums and styles, thereby

ensuring that no two exhibitions are the same. Established in 1995, the

gallery is one of the most respected institutions to display art in the city.

 +1 503 222 1142  www.froelickgallery.com/  info@froelickgallery.com  714 Northwest Davis Street,

DeSoto, Portland OR

 by MB298   

Blackfish Gallery 

"Portland Area-themed Artwork"

Established in 1979, this artist-owned gallery is committed to bringing the

Portland area fresh art that reaches the culturally diverse. Local artists'

works are displayed at the gallery, including such innovative

contemporary work as the incredibly vivid watercolor paintings by Barbara

Black and colored lithographs by Jana Demartini. Special exhibits are held

year-round, and patrons can call the gallery for show times. Be sure to

visit during the First Thursday Gallery Walks.

 +1 503 224 2634  www.blackfish.com/  420 Northwest 9th Avenue, Portland

OR

 by Sam Beebe   

Elizabeth Leach Gallery 

"Full of Tradition"

Elizabeth Leach Gallery was founded in 1981 and is the second oldest

gallery in all of Portland. Located in the heart of the city, the gallery

showcases a wide variety of works including sculptures, paintings and

photography, all of which are creations of well-known local, national and

international artisans. The gallery often holds shows for new work by

some of its artists.

 +1 503 224 0521  www.elizabethleach.com/  art@elizabethleach.com  417 Northwest 9th Avenue,

Portland OR

 by Hans   

Upfor 

"Contemporary and Digital Art"

Located in the heart of the cultural hub of Portland, Upfor is an art gallery

which goes above and beyond simple visual exhibitions to include

installations, performances and much, much more. The gallery displays

contemporary art in all its forms with a bias towards the new-age digital

media. Contextual presentations and performances are organized here

side by side with regular installations of sculptures and paintings to create

an interactive environment which is both intriguing and unique.
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 +1 503 227 5111  www.upforgallery.com/  welcome@upforgallery.co

m

 929 Northwest Flanders

Street, Portland OR

 by Hans   

Augen Gallery 

"Browse Fine Art"

Augen Gallery is a smaller shop carrying fine art created by both local

artists and well-known national and international artists in a very non-

traditional setting. Owner Bob Kochs is friendly and talkative and is willing

to share his immense knowledge about the work he carries in his gallery

and any other subject of interest. All the pieces here are artfully displayed,

yet the environment remains casual. It is the perfect place for browsing on

a leisurely day.

 +1 503 224 8182  www.augengallery.com/  augen@teleport.com  817 Southwest 2nd Avenue,

Portland OR

 by MrLunch   

Disjecta 

"Where Art Thrives"

Disjecta has transformed the defunct bowling alley at North Interstate

Avenue into a fabulous center for contemporary performing and visual

arts. The center encompasses artists' studios, exhibition space, an indoor

performance venue, and outdoor space for performances and installation-

based exhibitions. Through the support and organization of various

programs that encourage collaboration between artists and interaction

with audiences, the center has created a veritable haven for the

contemporary arts in Portland. Disjecta features exhibitions and

performances showcasing local and national artists, both established and

newcomers.

 +1 503 286 9449  www.disjecta.org/  8371 North Interstate Avenue, Portland

OR
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